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Fameccanica BABY DIAPER LINE FOR SALES 

 

Type: FA-X B5  YOC: 2012   

Complete open type baby-diaper line for 4 sizes: Mini, Midi, Maxi and Junior.  

Maximum speed is 500 ppm. 

Detailed description: 

FA-X B5 : Automatic production machine for the manufacturing of contoured elasticized-leg 

baby diapers. Full modularity and "Easy Installation and Start-Up" features with high integration 

of drive, electrical equipment, pneumatic piping and vacuum ducting built in independent frame 

modules; "Poly-on-Bottom" process. “Full servo technology”: each process unit is independently 

driven as well as each material feeding and transport system so that machine set-up and format 

change operations are easier and each process step can be quickly adapted when different 

materials are used or operating conditions change. “Left-hand” machine (with process flow from 

left to right, when facing the converter operator side). Machine painting according to the 

Fameccanica Standard. Equipped for 1 size (MAXI). 

"Two Positions Stand Holder" for cellulose pulp reels 

Acceptable dimensions  for cellulose pulp reels (provided that no limits are imposed by the 

cellulose pulp fiberizing section):  

Width (max): 20 inches (508 mm);  

Outer diameter (max): 1500 mm;  

Core diameter: 3 inches (76 mm) 

New "SV Series" Cellulose pulp fiberizing section, version SV-20F, equipped with its dedicated 

electrical and drive system, including two positions stand holder for cellulose pulp reels 

"Two Positions Stand Holder" for cellulose pulp reels 

Frame design with easy accessibility for inspections and maintenance, both on breaker bar-

rotor and on cellulose infeed rolls, without having to disassemble the complete group 
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“Straight” disks with hard metal inserts for fiberizing teeth 

Double infeed system with two AC motors for cellulose pulp sheet advancing and progressive 

switch for automatic splicing 

Ducting for connection to the mat forming section. 

Sound reduction enclosure 

Fiberizing capacity from 150 to 1200 Kg/h 

Fluidodynamic optimization allows for perfect flow of fiberized fluff inside the chamber 

Acceptable dimensions  for cellulose pulp reels stand holder:  

Width (max): 20 inches (508 mm);  

Outer diameter (max): 1500 mm;  

Core diameter: 3 inches (76 mm) 

Acceptable dimensions for mill infeed:  

Width (max): 20 inches (508 mm) 

S.A.P. application system (weight control system): Fameccanica Integrated Filling&Dosing 

System, model SAP-W1200 (100-1.200 kg/h) 

S.A.P. application equipment with weight control system including: 

Fameccanica Filling unit fed by independent blower; 

Fameccanica Feeding unit for continuous, blend application of S.A.P., "loss-in-weight" 

automatic weight control system; 

Application nozzle; 

Mounting frame; 

Electrical box; 

Max feed rate: 1.200 Kg/h 

New "2009 released" Forming system suitable for the accurate manufacturing of absorbent 

cores at high ratio SAP/Fluff (ratio up to 1) 

One forming chamber with stream separation and "dust layer forming" capability (on diaper 

backsheet side), complete with one driven scarfing roll with fine height adjustment slide for mat 

levelling. 

One forming drum complete with set of moulds for continuous, shaped, longitudinally and/or 

crosswise profiled (bi- or three-dimensional) pad. 

Pad pick-up vacuum reverse drum. 

Pad pick-up vacuum transport belt. 

Pad presence control system. 

Pad pressing unit 
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Pad progressive unit with iterposed belts  

Acceptable dimensions for web path:  

Width (max): 300 mm 

Synchronized pressing unit 

Cross cutting section for absorbent core 

Cross cutting unit. 

Lubrication system fed by centralized oil-tank. 

Pad presence control system. 

Acceptable dimensions for web path: 

Width (max): 280 mm 

Acquisition layer cutting and application system for "short" acquisition layer ("pitchless" unit) 

Cut&slip unit complete with HSS (High Speed Steel) rotating knife and tempered steel anvil 

(”pitchless” unit). 

Lubrication system fed by centralized oil-tank. 

Acceptable dimensions for web path:  

Width (max): 100 mm.  

Note: Acquisition layer will be applied on the tissue wrapped core 

Sealing unit 

Web pressing and sealing unit rolls. 

Acceptable dimensions for web path: 

Width (max): 380 mm 

Frontal Tape application system 
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One "Cut&Slip" unit; vacuum system with independent blower. 

Frontal tape presence sensor after application (if applicable; see below) 

Acceptable dimensions for web path:  

Width (max): 270 mm 

Note: The application system is suitable both for Frontal Tape plastic film and for 3M 

Hook&Loop Frontal Tape. The presence sensor for the application is specific for detection of 

one type of Frontal Tape Material to be agreed at the time of the definition of the Product 

Specifications. The supply of the presence sensor is subject to availability of adequate control 

systems and to the anticipate definition from the Customer. Any additional systems to detect 

two or more different systems are not included in the supply. 

Additional parts and components for the synchronized application of Frontal Tape 

Additional parts and components for the Frontal Tape “in-phase” application, including  

Frontal Tape infeed 

Sensor for web-printed phase reference reading  

NOTE: Detailed information about the specifications required for web-printed phase reference 

will be provided upon request. 

Barrier Leg Cuffs (BLC) forming and application system: cuffs forming with thermo-mechanical 

bonding system; application with glue system (glue system quoted separately) 

The system includes: 

- Leg cuffs slitter unit (rotary knife) 

- Two additional devices for the electronic web alignment equipment (FIFE) with sensor(s) 

reading one side of the web; equipped with air blow-off for sensor(s) cleaning. 

- "Two rolls" leg cuffs forming unit (with temperature control system for heated crimping rolls) 

Longitudinal folding section 

Pressing unit 

Web pressing unit  

Tension control system  

Electronic web aligning equipment (FIFE) with sensor(s) reading one side of the web; equipped 

with air blow-off for sensor(s) cleaning 

Final product cross cutting unit 

Cross cutting unit. 

Lubrication system fed by centralized oil-tank. 

Acceptable dimensions for web path: 

Width (max): 170 mm 

Final product cross folding section (bi-folding) 
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Complete system for bi-folding of assembled, cut, single diapers with transport belts and 

disconnectable rotating blades. 

Multi-roll pressing unit for folded products. 

Discharge unit for faulty products 

Feeding system for FIRST TISSUE (800/380/on-line) – LOWER TISSUE 

Unwinder loaded with two reels alternatively running, equipped with: two AC-motor-driven 

expanding spindles; one dancer for web tension control & web accumulating (buffer); 

“cut&splice” system (Fameccanica.Data technology). 

Sensor for raw material presence control and automatic detection of web breaks. 

Electronic web alignment equipment (FIFE) with sensor(s) reading one side of the web; 

equipped with air blow-off for sensor(s) cleaning. 

Acceptable dimensions for reels: 

Outer diameter (max): 800 mm 

Core diameter: 3 inches (76 mm) 

Width (max): 380 mm 

Off-line feeding system for  SECOND TISSUE (1200/230/unwinder/off-line) – UPPER TISSUE 

Unwinder loaded with two reels alternatively running, equipped with: two AC-motor-driven 

expanding spindles; one dancer for web tension control & web accumulating (buffer); 

“cut&splice” system (Fameccanica.Data technology); 

Sensor for raw material presence control and automatic detection of web breaks; 

Electronic web alignment equipment (FIFE) with sensor(s) reading one side of the web; 

equipped with air blow-off for sensor(s) cleaning; 
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Acceptable dimensions for reels: 

Outer diameter (max): 1.200 mm 

Core diameter: 3 inches (76 mm) 

Width (max): 230 mm 

Off-line feeding system for  NONWOVEN TOPSHEET (1200/230/unwinder/off-line) 

Unwinder loaded with two reels alternatively running, equipped with: two AC-motor-driven 

expanding spindles; one dancer for web tension control & web accumulating (buffer); 

“cut&splice” system (Fameccanica.Data technology); 

Sensor for raw material presence control and automatic detection of web breaks; 

Electronic web alignment equipment (FIFE) with sensor(s) reading one side of the web; 

equipped with air blow-off for sensor(s) cleaning; 

Acceptable dimensions for reels: 

Outer diameter (max): 1.200 mm 

Core diameter: 3 inches (76 mm) 

Width (max): 230 mm 

Feeding system for "Polyethylene Backsheet" (800/380/on-line) 

Unwinder loaded with two reels alternatively running, equipped with: two AC-motor-driven 

expanding spindles; one dancer for web tension control & web accumulating (buffer); 

“cut&splice” system (Fameccanica.Data technology). 

Sensor for raw material presence control and automatic detection of web breaks. 

Electronic web alignment equipment (FIFE) with sensor(s) reading one side of the web;  

Acceptable dimensions for reels: 

Outer diameter (max): 800 mm 

Core diameter: 3 inches (76 mm) 

Width (max): 380 mm 

Additional equipment for the phased application of Poly backsheet (to synchronize application of 

pre-printed backsheet material) 

The system provides the synchronized feeding and application of pre-printed backsheet on the 

assembled product. 

The synchronization process is realized by detection of "reference black spots" on the raw 

material and automatic adjustments of material tension, thus allowing for the most accurate 

tension control, from the material feeding and splicing to the in-line coupling with the assembled 

product.                                                 
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The system includes:              

n.2 brushless servomotor driven tension control systems positioned in the proximity of the 

unwinding module (this system provides for the synchronized feeding);   

n.2 sensors for reference black spot detection positioned  in the proximity of the unwinding 

module (they provide detection and feedback for the synchronized splicing and synchronized 

feeding respectively); 

n.1 additional sensor for reference black spot detection positioned  on the main machine in the 

proximity of the poly infeed area (it provides detection and feedback for the synchronized 

application); 

n. 1 additional electronic web alignment equipment (FIFE) with sensor(s) reading one side of 

the web; 

Raw material requirements: 

Reference black spot dimensions: refer to the picture below; 

The nominal pitch of the black spots on the raw material must respect the following: 

a)given the length of the final product, the nominal pitch of the spots must be 1% longer (e.g. if 

final product length is 500 mm, the nominal pitch will be 505 mm); 

b) given such nominal pitch as target value, the acceptable tolerances must be in the range of 

1% shorter  (-1%) to target value (0%) (e.g. if nominal pitch is 505 mm, the acceptable window 

is 500-505 mm); 

All different reels used must have the same elasticity properties to achieve the correct process 

result; 

All different spires in the same reel must have the same elasticity properties and fit the 

tolerances above to achieve the correct process result; 

Other requirements: the black spot must be well identified and no similar drawings must be 

present. 
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Note:  

The use of synchronized printing materials may increase the final product scraps, in proportion 

to the accepted tolerance.  

Relation between the accepted tollerance on the correct drawing position on the raw material 

and the number of wasted products: 

 

Tolerance(mm) Number of wasted products 

+- 10 From 5 to 8 

+- 8   From 8 to 15 

+- 5    From 15 to 25 

+- 3    From 25 to 40 

The above data are valid if the raw material used is fully in compliance with the specific 

requirements and if a correct splice preparation is operated, since the most wasted products 

occur during the splice between two different reels. 

Off-line feeding system for  ACQUISITION LAYER (1200/230/unwinder/off-line) 

Unwinder loaded with two reels alternatively running, equipped with: two AC-motor-driven 

expanding spindles; one dancer for web tension control & web accumulating (buffer); 

“cut&splice” system (Fameccanica.Data technology); 

Sensor for raw material presence control and automatic detection of web breaks; 

Electronic web alignment equipment (FIFE) with sensor(s) reading one side of the web; 

equipped with air blow-off for sensor(s) cleaning; 

Acceptable dimensions for reels: 

Outer diameter (max): 1.200 mm 

Core diameter: 3 inches (76 mm) 

Width (max): 230 mm 

Off-line feeding system for  NONWOVEN BLC (1200/230/unwinder/off-line) 

Unwinder loaded with two reels alternatively running, equipped with: two AC-motor-driven 

expanding spindles; one dancer for web tension control & web accumulating (buffer); 

“cut&splice” system (Fameccanica.Data technology); 

Sensor for raw material presence control and automatic detection of web breaks; 

Electronic web alignment equipment (FIFE) with sensor(s) reading one side of the web; 

equipped with air blow-off for sensor(s) cleaning; 

Acceptable dimensions for reels: 

Outer diameter (max): 1.200 mm 

Core diameter: 3 inches (76 mm) 

Width (max): 230 mm 
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Leg elastics: feeding, elongation and application system for Syntetic elastic threads supplied in 

spools (Lycra or symilar) 

OFF-line "Fameccanica" stand holder for up to 10 (ten) spools 

AC motor driven elongation system for up to 8 (eight) elastic threads (up to 4 each side) 

Elastic threads application section 

Sensor for raw material presence control and automatic detection of web breaks 

BLC elastics: feeding, elongation and application system for Syntetic elastic threads supplied in 

spools (Lycra or symilar) 

OFF-line "Fameccanica" stand holder for up to 4 (four) "Lycra" reels 

AC motor driven elongation system for up to 4 (four) elastic threads (up to 2 each side) 

Elastic threads application section 

Sensor for raw material presence control and automatic detection of web breaks 

Off-line feeding system for  FRONTAL TAPE (1200/230/unwinder/off-line) 

Unwinder loaded with two reels alternatively running, equipped with: two AC-motor-driven 

expanding spindles; one dancer for web tension control & web accumulating (buffer); 

“cut&splice” system (Fameccanica.Data technology); 

Sensor for raw material presence control and automatic detection of web breaks; 

Electronic web alignment equipment (FIFE) with sensor(s) reading one side of the web; 

equipped with air blow-off for sensor(s) cleaning; 

Acceptable dimensions for reels: 

Outer diameter (max): 1.200 mm 

Core diameter: 3 inches (76 mm) 

Width (max): 230 mm 

Module for the installation of back ears processing equipment 

Back ears off-line equipment for the feeding of elastic material (D1200/250/off-line) 

Unwinder loaded with two reels alternatively running, equipped with: two AC-motor-driven 

expanding spindles; one dancer for web tension control & web accumulating (buffer); 

“cut&splice” system (Fameccanica.Data technology). 

Sensor for raw material presence control and automatic detection of web breaks. 

Electronic web alignment equipment (FIFE) with sensor(s) reading one side of the web;  

Acceptable dimensions for reels: 

Outer diameter (max): 1200 mm 

Core diameter: 3 inches (76 mm) 

Width (max): 230 mm 
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Back Ears on-line Process (2 MATERIALS, elastic material plus fastening tape): forming system 

providing the longitudinal splitting of elastic material; the application, folding and pressing of 

fastening tape on the elastic material; the alignment of elastic material fed in two stripes 

Longitudinal splitting of elastic material; 

One CUT&Slip unit for the application of the fastening tapes on the elastic materials; 

Tape folding and pressing unit with integrated unit; 

Two additional device for the electronic web alignment equipment (FIFE) with sensor(s) reading 

one side of the web; 

Vacuum system 

Application system for shaped back ears (version for "sandwich" application of asymmetric, 

shaped back ears, "Easy&Fast" size change technology): complete system providing the 

shaping&cross cutting of elastic back ears with integrated system, the ears repitch and the 

application on nonwoven topsheet 

The system includes: 

n. 1 double shaping unit (left and right), adjustable in cross direction, providing the shaping and 

the cross cutting of elastic back ears: "Tungsten Carbide rotary die (NIPPON Technology)" units 

(complete with rotary die and anvill); 

n. 1 Repitch unit; 

No. 1 application unit (thermo-mechanical sealing) for the application of the elastic back ears 

between non-woven topsheet and backsheet (“sandwich” system, glue not required, see note 2 

below); 

 

Note 1: This system is suitable for the manufacturing of different kind of back ears shapes, and 

can be applied also when/if "reduced trim" solution is required 

 

Note 2: This application will typically result in a maximum ear application strength of 23 N (FD 

Test Method). In case that higher values are required the application of a reinforce glue may be 

needed to better guarantee the ear sealing 

Back ears folding unit (topsheet side) 

Sealing unit for back ears (subsequent to ears folding) 

Front ears off-line equipment for the feeding of non elastic material supplied in single reels 

(D1200/250/off-line) 

Unwinder loaded with two reels alternatively running, equipped with: two AC-motor-driven 

expanding spindles; one dancer for web tension control & web accumulating (buffer); 

“cut&splice” system (Fameccanica.Data technology). 

Sensor for raw material presence control and automatic detection of web breaks. 

Electronic web alignment equipment (FIFE) with sensor(s) reading one side of the web;  
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Acceptable dimensions for reels: 

Outer diameter (max): 1200 mm 

Core diameter: 3 inches (76 mm) 

Width (max): 230 mm 

Front ears on-line equipment providing the longitudinal splitting, the cross cutting and 

application of front ears on Nonwoven Topsheet with integrated unit ("sandwich" version) - 

"pitchless" unit 

The system includes: 

Longitudinal splitting unit; 

No. 1 application unit for the cross cutting and application (thermo-mechanical sealing) of non 

elastic front ears between non-woven topsheet and backsheet - "pitchless" unit 

Vacuum carrier belt system 

Machine frame 

Welded steel beams, modular, machine frame. 

Steel mounting plates connected to the frame with screws and bolts. 

Main process units with independent frames, connected to the main frame with screws and 

bolts. 

Adjustable anti-vibration feet. 

Safety guards 

Lexan covers and windows with safety switches on operator side 

Metal doors with safety switches and security locks on drive side. 

Drive 
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“Full servo technology”: machine set-up and format change operations are easier and each 

process step can be quickly adapted when different materials are used or operating conditions 

change. Maintenance-free high speed HTD belts and pulleys. 

Pneumatic equipment 

Pneumatic equipment for non-lubricated compressed air distribution, complete with: piping, filter 

and soft-start-valve operated by the main electric switch. 

Note 1: Pneumatic components are: solenoids PARKER Moduflex, cylinders FESTO. Any 

components from other suppliers are used whenever the above standard does not match the 

technical needs, or for specific technical applications, or in case of pneumatic components 

supplied within major commercial groups. 

Note 2: The following requirements are recommended by Fameccanica.Data to the Customer 

for a proper operation of the above mentioned system: 

required plant air pressure: 7 bar  

required filter mesh: lower than 50 micron 

General equipment and overall interface for the connection to the hot melt glue application 

system (for up to nr. 12 melters) 

The system includes wireways for heated hoses, electrical and software connection, supports 

for glue application heads to be mounted on the machine frame. 

Refrigerator system 

Electrical equipment 

Ventilated cabinets (positioned 1,5 m from drive side). 

Modular design, auxiliary local boxes (one for each module). 

Operator interface (model Siemens HMI MP277) for centralized management of all machine 

operation phases and for operation messages. 

Full digital drive for brushless servomotors (INDRADRIVE) 

Emergency stop push buttons. 

Acoustic signalling system. 

Wiring and wiring ducts 
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Note: as a standard electricity supply is provided by a unique electrical cabinet both for 

converting machine equipment and for glue system.  

Separated electrical cabinet for glue system available upon request 

Additional electrical and pneumatic components for the installation of shaped back ears 

equipment 

Qty 1 of: alphanumeric display for operation messages - model Siebert SX502 

Alphanumeric display (SIEBERT SX502) for operation messages on machine running mode,  

downtime and automatically rejected products. Main characteristics: double row; 20 characters 

each row, character height: 30 mm. 

 

 Note 1: the quoted system is valid for the above indicated quantity of  alphanumeric display(s).   

 Additional displays are available upon request and must be quoted separately. 

 

Note 2: This system (display model SIEBERT SX 502) should be chosen when PLC Siemens is 

employed. 

DATAMATE System for the collection, storage and analysis of production data (production, 

scraps and downtime), integrated in the converter operator panel. 

The system, specifically designed by Fameccanica, allows for the effective collection, storage 

and analysis of production data (production, scraps and downtime). 

 

Note 1: The system is suitable for the production data management on the converter only. 

Note 2: Datamate "Plus" version (advanced configuration with additional functions) is available 

upon request and is not included in the supply, unless otherwise specified 

PLC Siemens S7 with Safety PLC integrated 

CPU Siemens S7 

Distributed I/O via Profibus DP 

Programmable Limit Switch PLS integrated in to the PLC for phases management, glue 

application and quality control windowing. 

Vacuum system for process vacuum, dust and trim collection 

Complete system with blowers and fans (ducting included from intake point to the relevant fan) 

for drum forming, trim collection, dust and vacuum boxes for vacuum carrier belts.  

Sack for side notch for trim collection. 

Note: The machine is equipped with either 3 fans (in case of machine equipped with single pad 

forming section) or 4 fans (in case of machine equipped with double pad forming section). 

"First aid" tool box 
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Hydraulic fork lift for cellulose pulp loading 

Q.ty 5 of: Additional jib hoist, machine frame mounted, with fixed supporting arm, for upper 

unwinding stands reels lifting and positioning for Second Tissue, Frontal Tape, NW Topsheet, 

NW Cuffs, ADL 

Base technical Documentation "CE" 

Technical documentation supplied on CD-Rom with interactive visualization system including: 

instruction manuals; system for spare parts identification and selection; product drawings; PLC 

programs; electric wiring diagram drawings;  pneumatic diagram drawings. 

Additional SMART BOM system 

Smart BOM system with enhanced features for easy parts identification, such as direct link form 

BOM to sub-assembly drawing. 

Set of unit sub-assembly drawings. 

Standard suppliers list 

- Web alignment Systems: FIFE 

- Gear Boxes: Alpha or other  

- Joints: Lobro 

- Pneumatic Parts: Solenoids: Parker Moduflex - Cylinders: Festo (Norgren, Festo, 

Parker, Camozzi, SMC components are used whenever the above standard does not match the 

technical needs, or for specific technical applications, or in case of pneumatic components 

supplied within major commercial groups) - Note: FESTO Solenoids (in place of PARKER 

solenoids) available as option. 

- Blowers: Versions Mt 4,8kw 440v 60hz: Becker - Versions Multitension 50/60hz: Nash-

Elmo 

- Fans (if applicable/included): Chicago Blower or Ferrari or others 

- Refrigerator System (if applicable/included): Eurochiller 

- Bearings: SKF or FAG-SKF or GLISSA or others 

- Jib Hoist (if applicable/included): Demag 

- Pipes: Jacob or others 

- Guard Door Checks: Kason 

- Photocells: Datalogic 

- Single Flex Joints: Zero-Max 

- Flanged blocks: Asahi 

- Indicators: Fiama 

- Sliding cursors: Metra 

- Precision lock rings: HIWIN or THK or others 
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- Lock Rings: Urama 

- Handles: Elesa 

- Abrasive rolls: Fen 

- Puffer Antivibrator Type: ANGST-PFISTER or others 

- Antivibrator Puffers: Ormant 

- Plugs: Kapsto 

- Sliding Blocks: Thk 

- Manifold: Legris 

- Main enclosures: Rittal TS Series, RAL 7035 

- Main breaker: Moeller  

- Contactors: Moeller  

- Automatic breakers: Moeller  

- Power supply: Siemens  

- Safety relays: Phoenix Contact 

- Static relays: Gefran, Phoenix Contact 

- Control relays: Phoenix Contact, Weidmuller 

- Terminals: Wago, Weidmuller 

- PLC: Siemens S7-414  

- Distributed PLC I/O & Fieldbus: Wago 750 Series with Profibus Interface  

- PLS: Siemens FM452 integrated in the PLC Rack  

- Human Machine Interface: Siemens MP277 10” touch  

- Local Human Machine Interface Siemens TP170B 6” touch 

- Display for machine operation : Siebert SX502 

- Servodrives: Bosch Rexroth (Indradrives M)  

- Servomotors: Bosch Rexroth (MSK)  

- Inverters: Siemens (Micro Master 440)  

- Fuses: Siemens 

- Photoeyes: Sick, Omron, Banner, Wenglor, Keyence 

- Proxy switch: Sick, Omron, Turk 

- Switches and push buttons: Telemecanique (22 mm type) 

- Safety switch:Schsmersal AZM161 

- Wireways: SCM  or WURTH 
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Hot Melt Glue application system NORDSON VERSABLUE (preliminary configuration) 

Complete melting system with NORDSON VERSABLUE melters and pumps, dimensioned for a 

''nominal'' min. refill time of 60 minutes for each melter at 500 ppm and a melting rate based on 

FD standard grammage per application. This system is referred to n.12 glue applications 

The system includes melters and pumps in a configuration that will make possible to guarantee 

the nominal minimum refill time for the most of the product versions/sizes.  

The "nominal" minimum refill time is the expected time between two following refill operations, 

assuming standard values of grammage per product and that the number of different types of 

glue corresponds to the typical (details about grammages and use of different glue types are 

available upon request). 

The system includes tanks, hoppers (if needed) and pumps for the number of application 

required. 

According to the specific commercial glue systems, it is possible that some melting system may 

bring to solutions that will not match exacly with theoretical data. Fameccanica reserves the 

right to use systems with refill rates lower than nominal, provided that they are in the range of 

"minus 15%" that is consideraded as reasonable. 

Nordson - Glue heads and heated hoses for the glue application on Backsheet 

Nordson - Glue heads and heated hoses for the glue application on Topsheet 

Nordson - Glue heads and heated hoses for the glue application on Tissue 1 

Nordson - Glue heads and heated hoses for the glue application on Tissue 2 

Nordson - Glue heads and heated hoses for the glue application on Frontal Tape 

Nordson - Glue heads and heated hoses for the glue application on Leg Elastics 

Nordson - Glue heads and heated hoses for the glue application on BLC Elastics 

Nordson - Glue heads and heated hoses for the glue application on Acquisition Layer 

Nordson - Glue heads and heated hoses for the glue application on Cuffs Side 

Nordson - Glue heads and heated hoses for the glue application on Cuffs End 

Nordson - Glue heads and heated hoses for the glue application on Back Ears 

Nordson - Glue heads and heated hoses for the glue application on Front Ears 

Product Change for one additional size over the first (DIFFERENT Chassis Length, SAME Ears 

Shape and Chassis Width) – MINI size  

Activities of design, machine set-up and tests for a total of 1 additional sizes/formats/structures 

over the first, plus minor change components for said additional sizes/formats (machine 

qualification TEST NOT INCLUDED) 

Q.ty 1 of: Complete, pocketed drum for bidimensionally shaped, single pad 

Q.ty 1 of: Pocketed roll for pad pressing unit 

Q.ty 1 of: Sealing roll for in-phase web sealing unit - 1 size 
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Product Change for one additional size over the first (DIFFERENT Chassis Length, SAME Ears 

Shape and Chassis Width) – MIDI size 

Activities of design, machine set-up and tests for a total of 1 additional sizes/formats/structures 

over the first, plus minor change components for said additional sizes/formats (machine 

qualification TEST NOT INCLUDED) 

Q.ty 1 of: Complete, pocketed drum for bidimensionally shaped, single pad 

Q.ty 1 of: Pocketed roll for pad pressing unit 

Q.ty 1 of: Sealing roll for in-phase web sealing unit - 1 size 

Product Change for one additional size over the first (DIFFERENT Chassis Length and Width, 

DIFFERENT Ears Shape) – JUNIOR size 

Activities of design, machine set-up and tests for a total of 1 additional sizes/formats/structures 

over the first, plus minor change components for said additional sizes/formats (machine 

qualification TEST NOT INCLUDED) 

A production test will be run for each additional product size(s) and products will be checked for 

quality, such activities aiming at demonstrating the overall machine performance in terms of 

production speed, reliability, product quality. The test will be considered as passed when: at the 

end of the test, at contract speed, the efficiency is not less than declared, the scrap does not 

exceed declared value and the products meet the quality specifications. 

Q.ty 1 of: Complete, pocketed drum for bidimensionally shaped, single pad 

Q.ty 1 of: Pocketed roll for pad pressing unit 

Q.ty 1 of: Sealing roll for in-phase web sealing unit - 1 size 

Size change for shaped back ears in case of product width variation: no.  1  set(s) of folding belt 

Back Ears: Size change in case of product length variation, Q.ty 1 of: Set of Vacuum shoes for 

the Electronic Repitch 

STACKER - FIRST: High speed automatic counting and stacking unit for bi or three-folded baby 

diapers or training pants. Innovative design guaranteeing the lowest level of vibrations and the 

maximum stability to the stacking process during any temporary speed variations or whenever 

the main production machine is in rejecting mode. "Full-servo" technology with all operating 

units driven by servomotors. "No-tools" quick changeover systems for count-change and 

stacking-chain sostitution. Orientation of the stacking process designed to deliver products with 

the folded part positioned frontwards. Positive transport of the product during all the stacking 

steps. Available in "left-hand" or "rigth-hand" versions. Equipped for one size of product (or 

several sizes with same thickness).  

Product pick-up section with product repitch unit and system for product thickness control 

Product collection, counting and stacking section 

Collection and counting section fed by linear-servomotor driven conveyor for a constant follow 

up to the main production machine (Fameccanica.Data patented technology). 

The system is designed for quick and easy count changeovers and stacking chain changeovers. 

Stacking section equipped with one set of stacking chains (twin-chains symoultaneously 

servomotor-driven) with fixed pitch for one product size. 
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Note: Chain specifications to be agreed at the time of the order (chain pitches available: 15, 20, 

25, 30 mm). 

Stack extraction unit 

Extraction system operated with servomotor driven pushing arm. Special design provides the 

stack extraction while the stacking system has been temporarily stopped, thus allowing for the 

most precise operations. 

Drive 

"Full servo" drive with all operating units driven by servomotors. 

Machine functional control system 

Machine functional control by a built-in industrial PC. 

Operator interface, system for data acquisition and diagnostics and other electrical equipment 

Touch screen operator interface, for the management of the operation phases, the settings of 

the machine parameters and of all the format/count changes. 

Integrated diagnostic system for easy stoppages and alarms troubleshooting. 

Integrated production data acquisition system. 

Ventilated cabinet. 

Control panel for centralized management of all counting and stacking operation phases. 

Emergency stop push buttons. 

Wiring and wiring ducts. 

Frame 

Safety guards 

Lexan covers and windows with safety switches and/or metal doors with security lock. 

Base technical documentation "CE" 

Technical documentation on CD-Rom with interactive visualization system including: instruction 

manual; catalogues for spare parts identification and selection; product drawings; PLC 

programs; electric wiring diagram drawings;  pneumatic diagram drawings. 

Integration with CPW packaging machine 

Packing CPW: Main features: electronic plastic bag packing machine for the packaging of baby 

diapers and other disposable products in pre-made stacked wicket bags. Integrated multi-stage 

compression system. "Full-servo" technology with all the main process units and transport belts 

driven and syncronized by servomotors. Equipped for one size of product. 

CPW "Base Version" 

Servomotor driven first pressing unit 

Pressing section with two servomotor-driven side sliding-walls with rolls and belts. 

Second pressing unit with flat belts conveyor 
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Bag opening and filling system 

Feeding system for stacked wicket bags 

Bag sealing unit 

PLC Siemens S7 

Drive 

“Full-servo” drive with all operating units driven by servomotors. 

Vacuum system 

Fans for sealing trims collection and bag opening. 

Electrical equipment 

Ventilated cabinet 

Control panel for centralized management of all counting and stacking operation phases 

Emergency stop push buttons 

Circuit breakers (no fuses) 

Wiring and wiring ducts 

The language used for messages is: ENGLISH 

Pneumatic system 

Pneumatic equipment for non-lubricated compressed air distribution. 

FESTO components are used for solenoids, cylinders and other major parts. Any components 

from other suppliers are used whenever the above standard does not match the technical 

needs, or for specific technical applications, or in case of pneumatic components supplied within 

major commercial groups. 

Note 1: According to specific configurations of the main production machine, Fameccanica.Data 

can use components by different suppliers than the above mentioned (e.g. CAMOZZI or 

PARKER PNEUMATICS) 

Note 2: The following requirements are recommended by Fameccanica.Data to the Customer 

for a proper operation of the above mentioned system: 

  required plant air pressure: 7 bar  

  required filter mesh: lower than 50 micron 

Frame 

Welded steel beams machine frame. 

Safety guards 

Lexan covers and windows with safety switches and/or metal doors with security lock. 

Base technical documentation "CE" 

"CE": Documentation upgrade in accordance with E.U. safety regulations 
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Additional equipment for connection stacker FIRST (included belt superior pressing unit) 

Integration and tests with converting machine 

Activities of integration and tests with converting machine for the first bag format/count 

Size change on FIRST + CPW 

SINGLE ROW 

N.1 bag format for MAXI 

N.1 bag format for MINI 

N.1 bag format for MIDI 

N.1 bag format for JUNIOR 

DOUBLE ROW 

N.1 bag format for MAXI 

N.1 bag format for MINI 

N.1 bag format for MIDI 

N.1 bag format for JUNIOR 

Visual web inspection system "Univision" (full system with two linear cameras and "LED" 

lighting) 

Components Inspected: 

Core: missing, machine Direct. Pos. (Leading Edge Posit.), cross Web Position, Core Width, 

Incomplete Core; 

Tape: missing, open or flying, incorrect Position, misaligned or crooked, folded, Tape Width, 

Tape Length; 

Back and Front Ears: missing, folded, incorrect position; 

Frontal Tape: missing, folded, cross Web Position, machine Direction Position; 

 

Note: This visual web inspection system doesn't require an additional module 

Filter  

Self cleaning rotary filter CANALAIR - 24000 m3/h 

NOTE 1: The clean air coming from HIGH VACUUM FAN (2.500 m3/h) related to the Back Ears 

module will be pushed out the Customer plant 

Set of 2 dry sac filters for connection to self cleaning rotary filter 

Major Spare Parts 

Q.ty 1 of: Complete Double Cutting Unit for the BACK EARS shaping&cross-cutting (complete 

assembly unit including 1 set of No. 1 Tungsten Carbide Knife (NIPPON Technology), 1 set of 

No. Anvil, Frame, Bearings and Supports) as major spare 
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Main Electrical Specifications: 

The machine will be designed in accordance to the following electrical specifications: 

Tension Frequency Phases Neutral Earth 

400 V 50 Hz 3 Yes Yes 

Purchaser acknowledges that the machine is designed as standard, to guarantee functionality 

under the following electrical and environmental conditions: 

• Acceptable tolerance for voltage fluctuation: within ±10% 

• Power distribution system: TN (as per International standard IEC 60364) 

• Ambient temperature: 5°C ÷ 35°C. 

• Altitude: up to 1000 m above mean sea level. 

• Relative humidity: not exceeding 55% at 35°C. 

 

VIDEO AVAILABLE 

 
 
 
 


